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Dear Special Friend,
The 32-year-old Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia recently made an astonishing
announcement to the world. He plans to build a massive global center – a city-state
named NEOM – which is intended to unite the world as an international hub for
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trade and commerce.
At a cost of more than $500 billion, this new, hi-tech city-state will be the size
of a small country and will be built south of Israel along the Gulf of Aqaba.
Its strategic land area will include portions of Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and Egypt –
including a 9-mile bridge which will span the Red Sea connecting Saudi Arabia to
the Sinai Peninsula.
Just a few days ago, my son David gave an eye-opening geo-biblical
presentation on this subject at one of our Open Bible Studio Electives
here at our ministry headquarters. Using maps and computer
graphics, he provided a detailed explanation of the staggering
new developments taking place across the Middle East.
NEW
DVD!

FREE WITH YOUR DONATION

As a gesture of sincere appreciation for your end-of-year
ministry donation, I would like to send you an insightful new
DVD entitled Israel, Arabia, and the New City of NEOM.
If you haven’t heard about NEOM, I encourage you to get
this new DVD and watch and listen to it carefully. The details are
truly astounding. David explores the plausible prophetic implications of
this future city-state and its possible connection to prophecy detailed in Revelation
17 & 18 regarding Mystery, Babylon the Great, the Mother of Harlots and
Abominations of the Earth. These chapters describe, in detail, the destruction of a
religious and economic city in the last days.
You won’t get this kind of insight from the national media. I assure you that
you’ll gain a greater understanding of the major events taking place in Saudi Arabia,
Egypt, Jordan, and Israel. Plus, you’ll hear how the recent announcement by
President Trump, which recognized Jerusalem as Israel’s capital, may be linked to
both a future Israeli-Palestinian peace plan and the new city of NEOM.
WITH YOUR
MINISTRY
DONATION OF
ANY AMOUNT,
WE WILL SEND
YOU THIS NEW
DVD: ISRAEL,
ARABIA, AND
THE NEW CITY
OF NEOM.

This DVD will be available for
purchase in the coming months, but

VIDEO

A Special Video Message with David Rosenthal

for a limited time, we are making it
available only to special friends of
Zion’s Hope. With your ministry
donation of any amount, we will send
it to you immediately*. Thank you, in
advance, for standing with us, and for

CLICK HERE FOR THE LINK TO VIEW THIS VIDEO.

your support of the Lord’s work at Zion’s Hope during this all-important time of

Thank You!

CALL TOLL FREE!
1-888-781-ZION
(9466)

year. And please remember to request your Israel, Arabia, and the New
City of NEOM DVD today!

Marvin J. Rosenthal, President
This offer is valid through January 31, 2018. IRS regulations permit you to deduct the contribution given in excess
of the fair market value of any resource provided by the ministry. Our good-faith estimate of the value of this resource
is $12.
*This DVD is scheduled to begin shipping the week of January 8, 2018.
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